<Function – **Continue Scan**>
Creating documents with continuous scanning

<ICP Setting Procedures>
Refer to

1. Click “Scan Setting” of the tool bar.
2. Scan Setting dialog appears and confirm it.
3. Click “Continue Scan” and scanning starts using the scan setting.
4. A new image is added as the last page of the document.

<Notes>
- When the imprinter counter has been set, the imprinter starting number can be set when continuous scanning begins.
- You can set continuous processing for the job scanning if “Document Switch Trigger” is set to “End of Scanning” in “Job Setting”.
- If you want to change the scan settings before continuing scanning, from the “Scan Setting” menu, display “Scan Setting List”, and then select a setting configuration.
- However, scan settings cannot be changed during job scanning if “User Specified Setting” in “Scan Setting” is set to on in the “Job Setting” dialog box.
- In simple scanning mode, you cannot specify the method for job scanning’s continuous scanning.
- If there is no document in “Document List”, you cannot use the continuous scanning.
- If a paper jam occurs, after you remove the jammed paper and click “OK” button on the alert window, the continue scanning dialog box is displayed, and you can continue scanning by clicking the “Continue” button.